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An Introduction To

Programming Language Concepts



Language Design Considerations
Code will be designed to support network applications

Code must support safety and security

Properties of code can be proven mechanically
a bad state can never be entered on any input
a user cannot read before writing to a location

Code must run efficiently

Prototyping should be relatively rapid
worry over pointer ops or structures slows development

Chance of run-time errors should be minimized

Maintenance costs should be low
problems should be found before deployment
a maintainer can understand code not seen before



Concepts to be Considered
values and types:

static, dynamic, inferred, persistent, transient, complete, safe

variables and storage:

simple, complex, local, global, heap, lifetime

bindings and scope:

association between identifier and entity (value, object)

procedural abstraction:

separate function from program mechanics

data abstraction:

classes, subclasses, inheritance

paradigm:

imperative, functional, declarative, object oriented



Programming Paradigms
Imperative (C, Java, Python)

Statement execution results in state changes and
is determined via control structures

Side effects make it difficult to assure correct computation

Decomposing for parallel execution is difficult
due to possible need for process communication

Efficient since state changes are usually incremental

Any variable may be referenced, control may be transferred
to any arbitrary point, and any variable binding may be
changed so the whole program may need to be examined
to understand even a small portion of code.

Appearance of Fortran and Lisp at same time shows early
machine architectures did not force imperative style



Programming Paradigms
Procedural (C)

Imperative but using procedures or functions
a coder may reason about a program sans data structures
but statement execution is still deterministic

Object Oriented (C++, Java, Python, Scheme)

Data types may be defined by the coder
data is hidden from general access
methods are developed to operate on data
a non-owner manipulates data through those methods

Data subtypes may also be defined, with permission
inheritance, multiple inheritance

Constructs for polymorphism
code still works in the presence of new data types



Programming Paradigms
Functional (Scheme, Haskell)

Computation is the evaluation of math and logic functions

State is not changed - no side effects
no assignment statement

Developed from lambda calculus

Referential transparency
execution results are the same, regardless of time
that is, results only depend on argument values
loops are discarded in favor of recursive calls

Anonymous subroutines

Lazy evaluation (sometimes manually via above)

Procedures are first class objects (as is data)



Programming Paradigms
Declarative (SQL, Prolog, Cryptol)

Set of constraints must be true under some interpretation

No control structures used in coding

Side effects are minimized or eliminated

Can be used as a functional specification (modeling)



Values and Types
What is a data type?

A (possibly infinite) set of values

A collection of operations on those values
application of operations must be uniform for all values

There may be a type hierarchy
e.g. integer may be a subtype of rational

The type of a value returned by an op may be a supertype
e.g. rational when operation is on integers

There are built-in primitive types (cannot be decomposed)
e.g. int, string, boolean

Types may be grouped as tuples

There may exist recursive types (lists, trees)
defined in terms of themselves



Type Systems
What is a type system?

A grouping of values into types
syntax and grammar of available types &
portions of parser handling type declarations &
portions of compiler checking types of parameters

enables coders to describe data effectively and to
prevent operations that make no sense during run-time

Types of operands must be checked before op is applied

Statically typed language (C, C++, Java, Haskell):
all variables and expressions have fixed type
types are checked at compile-time

Dynamically typed language (Scheme, Python):
variables and expressions do not have fixed type
types are checked at run-time



Static vs. Dynamic Type Systems
Static typing is more efficient

Dynamic typing requires run-time type checks and forces

all values to be tagged to make the type checks possible

Static typing requires only compile-time type checks,

and does not force values to be tagged

Static typing is more secure

A compiler may be able to guarantee that a program

contains no type errors. Dynamic typing provides no

such security

Dynamic typing is more flexible

Needed by applications where data types are unknown

in advance



Type Completeness
Operations on typed entities:

1. Can be assigned a return value
2. Can be composed with other entities in composites
3. Can be passed as an argument to a function
4. Can be returned by a function as a result

Typed entity is first-class if all above can be done

Java:

primitives, class objects are first class
classes are first class via reflection (as ByteArray)

Scheme, Haskell, Python:

data and procedures are first-class and may be exchanged
e.g. (if ... then sin else cos)(x)



Type Safety
What is it?

The absence of erroneous or undesirable behavior caused
by a discrepancy between differing data types

C++ is not type-safe
int main() {

int ival = 5;

void *pval = &ival;

double dval = *((double*)pval);

cout << dval << endl; // 5 is not output (try it)

return 0;

}

Java is supposed to be type-safe

”If your application has been compiled without unchecked
warnings using javac -source 1.5, it is type safe” - Oracle

Haskell, Python are pretty much type-safe, not Scheme



Storage
Copy vs. reference on assignment

Java copies primitive values only
Forgetting the set! family, Scheme does not assign
Haskell does not assign, new states are created by copying

Garbage Collection

Scheme, Haskell, Java, Python have garbage collection
as long as there is an active reference, variable is alive

Memory Safety

Avoid jumps to invalid data addresses and
manipulation of code addresses
C/C++ are highly unsafe - dangling pointers, etc.
Java is fairly safe - no deallocator
Python is pretty much memory safe - but unwanted alias!
Haskell is safe - no assignment (has pointers though)



Storage

Memory Safety Problems

Double free - repeated calls to free may prematurely free a new object
at the same address. If the exact address has not been reused, other
corruption may occur, especially in allocators that use free lists.

Use after free - dereferencing a dangling pointer storing the address
of an object that has been deleted.

Invalid free - passing an invalid address to free can corrupt the heap.

Mismatched free - when multiple allocators are in use, attempting to
free memory with a deallocation function of a different allocator.

Unwanted aliasing - when the same memory location is allocated and
modified twice for unrelated purposes.

Race - condition where the system’s behavior depends on the sequence
or timing of other uncontrollable events.

Buffer overflow - out-of-bound writes can corrupt the content of
adjacent objects, or internal data or return addresses.

Buffer overread - out-of-bound reads can reveal sensitive data or help
attackers bypass address space layout randomization.



Storage

Memory Safety Problems

Heap exhaustion - attempt to allocate more memory than the amount
available. In C/C++ this must be checked manually after each allocation.

Stack exhaustion - program runs out of stack space - recursion too deep
An exception may be raised to prevent memory corruption but functions
with large stack frames may bypass the page.

Memory leak - when memory usage is not tracked or is tracked incorrectly

Wild pointers - a pointer that is used prior to initialization to some
known state. They behave like dangling pointers.

Null pointer dereference - dereferencing an invalid pointer or a pointer
to memory that has not been allocated.

Invalid page fault - accessing a pointer outside the virtual memory
space. A null pointer dereference will often cause an exception or program
termination in most environments, but can cause corruption in operating
system kernels or systems without memory protection, or when use of the
null pointer involves a large or negative offset.



Storage
Stack

Store states of subroutines that are suspended
Multi-threaded programs have ≥ 1 independent stacks

Heap

Store all variables that are alive
Can be organized as a tree of stacks, sharing some state



Bindings
What is it?

A fixed association between an identifier and an entity
such as a value, variable, or procedure

What is a set of bindings?

An environment or namespace

Why is an environment important?

Each statement is executed in an environment

What is the scope of a binding?

That portion of the code over which the binding has effect
Typically decided by the block structure of a language
Blocks may be nested



Bindings
In different blocks:

If identifier I is declared in two different blocks,
I denotes a different entity in each block

If identifier I is declared in two nested blocks,
I denotes one entity in the outer block and a
different entity in the inner block. The inner
declaration hides the outer one

Static vs. Dynamic Scoping:

Static: procedure executes in enviroment of its definition
Can be determined at compile time

Dynamic: procedure executes in enviroment of its caller
Cannot be determined at compile time

Nearly all languages are statically scoped
Lisp is dynamically scoped by accident



Procedural Abstraction
What is it?

Separates what a program does from how it does it

Why is it important?

Separates concerns of implementer from those of app coder
Important for success of large scale programming projects

App programmer: knows procedure’s observable behavior
Implementer: knows algorithms needed to make it work



Procedural Abstraction
Function procedure:

Procedure only returns a value - no change to environment

Procedure has a body that is an expression

Function call is an expression that takes a value by
evaluating the procedure body

Proper procedure:

Procedure has a body that is a command

Execution of the body changes variable values

Selector procedure:

Procedure returns a reference to a variable

Considered an abstraction over variable access



Procedural Abstraction
Argument:

Value that is passed to a procedure

Actual parameter:

An identifier through which a value is passed to a procedure

Formal parameter:

Identifier in the argument list of a procedure

What can be passed:

Any first-class object
Variables and pointers to variables (usually)
Procedures and pointers to procedures (maybe)



Variable Passing
Call-by-value:
A copy of the value of the variable is made and passed
to the corresponding formal parameter - variable’s value
is unchanged after the procedure returns

Call-by-reference:
The location of the variable is passed to the
corresponding formal parameter - the variable may
be updated several times in the body of the procedure

Call-by-value-result:
Same as call-by-value except that the variable takes the value
of the corresponding formal parameter at termination

Call-by-name:
The address of a function that computes the value of the
actual parameter - effectively substitutes the parameter



Parameter Passing
Normal order:

Parameters are evaluated as needed in the body
of the procedure

Applicative Order:

Parameters are evaluated before the procedure is invoked

Strictness:

If an argument is evaluated before the body of a procedure

is entered, the procedure is strict in that argument

Non-strictness:

If a procedure is entered before an argument has been

evaluated, the procedure is non-strict in that argument



Language Features
Virtual functions:
It is desirable to write code which, after extensive testing
and validation and maybe verification, can be placed
in a library, never to be modified again. Writers of such
code cannot anticipate what applications users will
apply the code to and they cannot anticipate the data
types users will invent. So, they write code for a base
type and expect users to derive their types from that one,
overriding methods of the base type. When the library
is used, a library method invokes the method at the base
level with the expectation that the method actually
invoked is defined in the user’s type.



Language Features
Virtual functions:
Example:

class Person:

def init (self,name):

self.name = name;

def getName(self):

return self.name

def getRank(self):

return self.rank

def setRank(self,rank):

self.rank = rank

print("\n** Rank changed to \’"+rank+"\’ ** \n)

class Vagrant(Person):

def init (self,name):

self.name = name;

self.rank = "Low on the totem pole"

def setRank(self,rank): # override setRank of base class

print("\n** Cannot elevate rank for Vagrant **\n")

class Student(Person): # there is no setRank function for Student

def init (self,name): # the setRank function defined in the base class

self.name = name # is used

self.rank = "One up from vagrant"



Language Features
Virtual functions:
Example:

class Professor(Person):

def init (self,name):

self.name = name;

self.rank = "King of the Hill"

def setRank(self,rank): # override setRank of base class

print("\n** Cannot change the rank of the Professor **\n")

a = Professor("John-the-professor")

b = Student("Martha-the-student")

c = Vagrant("Rob-the-vagrant")

lst = [a, b, c]

def show():

for i in range(3):

print(lst[i].getName()+" has rank \’"+lst[i].getRank()+"\’")

if name == " main ":

lst[0].setRank("New Rank - is this possible?")

lst[1].setRank("New Rank - is this possible?")

lst[2].setRank("New Rank - is this possible?")

show()



Language Features
Threads:
Numerous applications can be partitioned into segments,
each running indendently except for some communication
of partial results between segments. Such applications
are likely parameterized and real-time limits of complexity
over the parameter space may be expanded by assigning
segments to threads. Processor speeds can not advance
any further due to limitations imposed by Physics. But
processors contain multiple cores, each of which may
independently support execution of a thread with all
threads runs concurrently. Thus, partitioning and
threading is the only way to improve execution times
of many applications.



Language Features
Threads:
Numerous applications can be partitioned into segments,
each running indendently except for some communication
of partial results between segments. Such applications
are likely parameterized and real-time limits of complexity
over the parameter space may be expanded by assigning
segments to threads. Processor speeds can not advance
any further due to limitations imposed by Physics. But
processors contain multiple cores, each of which may
independently support execution of a thread with all
threads runs concurrently. Thus, partitioning and
threading is the only way to improve execution times
of many applications.

Mutex and Semaphore:
Threads require resources and competition for resources
may cause thread problems such as deadlock or starvation
Mutex locks and Semaphores provide a means to control
such problems.



Language Features
Threads:
Example: two threads cooperate (https://www.educative.io)

import threading # Declare a lock

lock = threading.Lock()

deposit = 100

def add profit(): # Function to add profit to the deposit

global deposit

for i in range(1000000):

lock.acquire()

deposit = deposit + 10

lock.release()

def pay bill(): # Function to deduct money from the deposit

global deposit

for i in range(1000000):

lock.acquire()

deposit = deposit - 10

lock.release()

thread1 = threading.Thread(target = add profit, args = ()) # Create threads

thread2 = threading.Thread(target = pay bill, args = ())

thread1.start() # Start the threads

thread2.start()

thread1.join()

thread2.join()

print(deposit)



Language Features
Closures:
The point of a closure is to create an outer function that
can act like a factory. This factory function produces other
smaller functions (an inner function inside the outer factory
function). The inner function is allowed to safely use the
local state of the outer function and works properly even
when the outer function’s state is removed from the stack,
and disappears. The inner function can be returned as a
value and may be transported to a foreign environment
where it will be able to run even though some of its original
environment is missing.



Language Features
Closures:
Example: currying

def func maker (op):

def op user a (a):

def op user b (b):

return op(a, b)

return op user b

return op user a

def plus (a, b): return a+b

def mult (a, b): return a*b

if name == " main ":

x = func maker(plus)

y = x(3)

print(y(4))

p = func maker(mult)

print(p(3)(4))



Language Features
Streams & Data Driven Computation:
The solution to some problems, for example the Sieve
of Eratosthenes, involves constructing an infinite list.
Of course, it is not practical to construct a full infinite
list so conventional solutions rely on partially constructing
such a list: a calculation is made to determine how much
of the list can be contructed to get an answer within
desired limits. But suppose the limits were not adequate -
then the problem must be solved again, wasting time.
Additionally, the partial list may be much larger than the
result wasting time as well. With streams a procedure
that can construct the rest of an inifinite list, if invoked,
allows continuing the computation for as long as a user
wishes.
Examples: see slides on lambda



Language Features
Generics:
Allow type (Integer, String, etc., and user-defined types)
to be a parameter to methods, classes, and interfaces.
Using Generics, it is possible to create classes that work
safely with different data types. An entity such as class,
interface, or method that operates on a parameterized
type is a generic entity. Due to generics, “If your entire
application has been compiled with no unchecked warnings
using javac v. > 1.5, it is type safe.” - from Oracle
Example: Methods

public String display (Collection <?> w) {
Iterator c = w.iterator();
String result = "";
for (int k=0 ; k < w.size() ; k++) result += c.next() + " ";
return result;

}

public <T> Collection <T> arrayToCollection (T [] a, Collection <T> b) {
for (int i=0 ; i < a.length ; i++) b.add(a[i]);
return b;

}



Language Features
Generics:

Integer arr[] = new Integer[10];
for (int i=0 ; i < 10 ; i++) arr[i] = new Integer(i+3);
Vector <Integer> v = new Vector <Integer> ();
Collection <?> w = arrayToCollection(arr, v);
text.append(display(w));

Example: Containers

interface I { public int dbl (); }

class A implements I {
int number;

public A (int n) { number = n; }
public int dbl () { return number*2; }
public String toString () { return String.valueOf(number); }
public int answer () { return 42; }

}

class B implements I {
String str;

public B (String n) { str = n; }
public int dbl () { return 2*Integer.parseInt(str); }
public String toString () { return str; }
// answer is missing here

}



Language Features
Reflective Programming:
Ability of a program to examine the type or properties
of an object at runtime and modify its own structure or
behavior. For example, a collection of bytes may be
received anonymously and the receiver may be able to
reconstruct a class from those bytes by introspection,
if supported, then run that class with desired input.

Example: polymorphism (from https://tutorialspoint.dev)
def reverse(seq):

SeqType = type(seq) # What is the type of the arg?

emptySeq = SeqType() # emptySeq could be "" or [] or ...

if seq == emptySeq: return emptySeq

restrev = reverse(seq[1:])

first = seq[0:1]

result = restrev + first

return result

print(reverse([1,2,3,4])) # [4, 3, 2, 1]

print(reverse("Hello")) # olleH



Language Features
Tail Recursion:
An operation need not be placed on the stack if its
operands can be evaluated as it is called.

Examples:

max is stacked until fmax2(lst[1:].. is found
def fmax2 (lst):

if lst == []:
return []

else:
if lst[1:] == []:

return [lst[0]]
else:

return [max(lst[0],fmax2(lst[1:])[0])]

tail recursion possible, if supported
def fmax3 (lst, acc):

if lst == []:
return acc

else:
return fmax3(lst[1:],max(acc,[lst[0]]))



Language Features
Hygienic Macros:
Macros are textual substitutions that are used to avoid
function calls and to present nicer looking code. But
things can go wrong. In this example the substitution
is shown commented to the left. Operator precedence
causes the addition to happen before the & leading to
the wrong result

/* an operator in expression passed to x may cause an error */

#define ceil div(x,y) (x + y - 1) / y

int main () {

unsigned char b=0x3, c=0x1;

printf("result> %d, %d \n",
ceil div(b & c, sizeof(int)),

((b & c) + sizeof(int) -1)/sizeof(int));

}

/* ceil div -> (b & c + sizeof(int) -1)/sizeof(int) */



Language Features
Lambda:
A lambda expression is a function that may be returned
from another function and shipped anywhere for use.
Such an expression may contain free variables, to be given
values when the expression is invoked elsewhere. No partial
computation of the expression happens until the expression
is invoked. This enables lambda’s use as a stream builder.
Example: Eratosthenes Sieve

def filterM (num, s):
if s == []: return s
else:

if s[0]%num == 0: return filterM(num,next(s)())
else: return [s[0]]+[lambda: filterM(num,next(s)())]

next = lambda stream: stream[1]

def sieve (s): return [s[0]]+[lambda: sieve(filterM(s[0],next(s)()))]

def take (n,s,acc):
if n == 0: return acc
else: return take(n-1, next(s)(), acc+[s[0]])

def int builder (n): return [n]+[lambda: int builder(n+1)]

def stol (m): return take(m, sieve(int builder(2)), [])

print(stol(450))



Language Features
Lambda:
Example: Hamming Sequence

Given a list of prime numbers, generate a list of all integers all of whose
prime factors are in the given list.

# A stream is a list of two elements, the first is a number and the second
# is a procedure that can generate the remaining numbers of the infinite
# list that the stream represents. Stream numbers are generated on demand
# using ’take’: n=# elements to take, s=the stream, acc=[] initially.
take = lambda n,s,acc: acc if n == 0 else take(n-1, next(s)(), acc+[s[0]])

# ’times’ multiplies all number in input stream S by m
times = lambda m,S: [] if S == [] else [m*S[0]] + [lambda: times(m,next(S)())]

# ’merge’ produces a list of numbers in increasing order given two ordered
# lists (or streams) whose numbers are in increasing order.
merge = lambda S1, S2: \

S1 if S2 == [] else \
S2 if S1 == [] else \
[S1[0]]+[lambda: merge(next(S1)(), S2)] if S1[0] < S2[0] else \
[S2[0]]+[lambda: merge(next(S2)(), S1)]

# Solution to finding a hamming sequence given prime list p:
ham = lambda p: \

[] if p == [] else \
[p[0]]+[lambda: merge(ham(p[1:]), times(p[0], ham(p)))]

next = lambda s: s[1]

print(take(100, ham([3,5,11]), []))



Language Features
Y-combinator:
A combinator is a lambda expression with no free variables.
The Y combinator allows recursive functions to be defined
without naming the functions. Although there is little
practical use of Y combinators, they at least show there is
no computational penalty (e.g. stack) associated with
defining functions recursively.

Example: the Y combinator for single variable functions in Python:

Y = (lambda F: \
(lambda op: F(lambda x: (op(op))(x))) ( \
(lambda op: F(lambda x: (op(op))(x)))))

This defines and runs the factorial function with argument 10:

Y((lambda func: lambda n: 1 if n == 0 else n*func(n-1)))(10)



Language Features
Call-With-Current-Continuation:
Normally, a stack expands as functions are called and
retracts as those functions return. Call/CC allows
setting a reference to a point in the stack which can be
returned to at a future time to resume the computation
from where it left off. That means, instead of a single
stack, a heap of stacks, such as illustrated below, are
part of the execution of a function. The heap enables
new operators, such as amb, to be defined and used.



Language Features
Call-With-Current-Continuation:
Example: amb operator
(define end-of-story

(let ((halt (call/cc (lambda (k) k))))
(lambda () (halt halt))))

(define-syntax amb
(syntax-rules ()

((amb x ...)
(let ((prev-level end-of-story))

(call/cc
(lambda (sk)

(call/cc
(lambda (fk)

(set! end-of-story (lambda () (fk ’fail)))
(sk x)))

...
(newline)
(prev-level)))))))

(define assert
(lambda (p) (if (not p) (end-of-story) (begin (newline) ’success:))))

(define f
(lambda ()

(let ((a (amb 1 2 3 4 5 6 7))
(b (amb 11 12 13 14 15)))

(assert (and (eq? a 6) (eq? b 14)))
(cons a b))))



Language Features
Functors (https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/functors-use-python/):
Functors are objects that can be treated as though they are functions.
A functor allows automatic selection of one of a number of functions
depending on the input type. The selected function is invoked.

Example: skeleton
class Functor():

def call (self, x): # construct allows objects to be called as functions
x first = x[0]
if type(x first) is int:

return self.mergeSort(x)
if type(x first) is float:

return self.heapSort(x)
else:

return self.quickSort(x)

def mergeSort(self,a):
print ("Data is Merge sorted") # Dummy
return a

def heapSort(self,b):
print ("Data is Heap sorted") # Dummy
return b

def quickSort(self,c):
print ("Data is Quick sorted") # Dummy
return c



Language Features
Functors (https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/functors-use-python/):
Example: continued

class Caller():
def init (self):

self.sort = Functor()

def doSomething(self, x):
return self.sort(x)

if name == " main ":

user = Caller()

print(user.doSomething([5,4,6])) # Run MergeSort
print(user.doSomething([2.34, 5.23, 55.2])) # Run HeapSort
print(user.doSomething([’a’, ’z’, ’t’])) # Run QuickSort



Language Features
Monads (https://medium.com/swlh/monads-in-python-e3c9592285d6):
Monads are used to safely compose a sequence of functions. That is,
errors in a computation are handled gracefully and side-effects such
as those in an imperative language are contained. A monad is a
design pattern that allows adding a context to data values, and
allows functions to be easily composed so that they execute in a
context aware manner. Monads consist of three objects as follows:

1. A type constructor (M) such that for any type (a - including Monad)
the type (M a) is the type of a computation in the monad (M) that
produces a result of type (a).

2. A function return that outputs type (M a). Thus, if x is of type (a),
then (return x) is a computation in (M) that, when executed, will
produce a value of type (a).
return: (a) -> (M a)

3. A binary function bind where the left argument is a computation
that produces a value of type (a). The right argument is a function
that takes a type (a) value as input and returns a computation
that produces a value of type (b) and the result of bind is a
computation that produces a value of type (b).
bind: (M a) -> (a -> (M b)) -> (M b)



Language Features
Monads:
Example: the Failure Monad

class Failure():
def init (self, value, failed=False):

self.failed = failed
self.value = value

def get(self):
return self.value

def is failed(self):
return self.failed

def str (self): # Override built-in str function
return ’ ’.join([str(self.value), str(self.failed)])

def bind(self, f):
if self.failed:

return self
try:

x = f(self.get())
return Failure(x)

except:
return Failure(None, True)



Language Features
Monads:
Example: the Failure Monad continued

if name == " main ":
print(str(neg(int("345")))) # -345 results

# The following kills the computation with:
# Traceback (most recent call last):
# File "/home/.../Python/monad.py", line 29, in <module>
# print(str(neg(int("XYZ"))))
# ValueError: invalid literal for int() with base 10: ’XYZ’
print(str(neg(int("XYZ"))))
print(Failure("345").bind(int).bind(neg).bind(str)) # -345 False results
print(Failure("XYZ").bind(int).bind(neg).bind(str)) # None True results

concat3 = lambda x: [x]+[3]
sum = lambda x: 0 if len(x) == 0 else x[0]+sum(x[1:])

# The following kills the computation with:
# TypeError: can only concatenate list (not "int") to list
print(sum(concat3([1,2])))
print(Failure([1,2]).bind(concat3)) # [[1,2],3] results - no error yet
print(Failure([1,2]).bind(concat3).bind(sum)) # None True results -

# error caught in sum


